Enabling European leadership in AI with better rules on
Text and Data Mining
Boosting AI policy through Copyright
Brussels, 7 March 2018

DIGITALEUROPE fully supports the ambitions of the EU Commission to stimulate development and boost
investment into Artificial Intelligence (hereafter: AI). The inclusion of AI as a Key Enabling Technology in the new
‘Re-Finding Industry’ report was warmly received by stakeholders and the European Commissioners. Indeed, as
highlighted by Vice-President Katainen in his speech at the Industry Day: “[w]e need to fully embrace digitisation
and Artificial Intelligence. We need a true digital single market and a thriving data economy.”
AI, machine learning and data analytics offer vast potential for economic growth, increased competitiveness of
Europe on the global scene, and be enablers for a fairer and more resilient society. Their benefits cannot be
underestimated, from healthcare diagnostics, supply chain management and sustainable energy management.
At our DIGITALEUROPE Masters of Digital event on 20 February, AI and data analytics were recurring elements of
the discussions, highlighted by speakers from the Commission, healthcare sector and the finalists of our SME
award. If AI is to be the engine for growth in Europe, then data is the necessary oil.
AI can therefore only thrive if there is the data policy framework to accompany it. In this context, we welcome
the Free Flow of Data Regulation and are following the development of the upcoming AI and Data Economy policy
proposals expected in the coming months.
However, as pointed out by various stakeholders across SMEs, NGOs and the academic and research community,
an important oversight to the overall data and AI strategy remains: the Copyright in the Digital Single Market
Directive risks blocking the development of AI through a restrictive and counter-intuitive view on text and data
mining (hereafter: TDM).
In particular, article 3 in the proposed Directive would bring most TDM within the scope of copyright legislation
and only exempt certain research users. This approach means that everyone other than this group would need
to 1) identify the rightholders (thousands with large data sets or even innumerable with web-crawling), 2) request
additional approval (even if the content is already available online) and 3) pay an extra licensee fee and possibly
have to use the rightholder-provided TDM software rather than their own flexible and fit-for-purpose tools).
This approach ranges from being burdensome and costly, to unsustainable and insurmountable for the incredible
range of TDM users, including SMEs, universities, European tech companies and industry. It is also not justified:
TDM does not lead to copyrighted content being made available for free, there is no new competing publication
or harm to the original creators.
Instead, the proposed article 3 in the Copyright in the DSM Directive would frustrate and complicate TDM, and
consequently, the broader data economy and AI development in Europe. The quality of AI algorithms depend on
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access to large and diverse data-sets. This is recognized for instance in the USA and Japan, where TDM activities
are broadly allowed and even encouraged.
It is not too late to act: article 3 of the Copyright in the DSM Directive can be amended to have a broad scope,
allowing research and development also for commercial use. This helps European businesses and also academia
involved in public-private partnerships. This is also proposed and supported by several Member States in the
Council’s IPR Working Party, to at least give individual countries this option.
DIGITALEUROPE therefore calls on the Commission, the Member State representatives, and the Members of the
European Parliament Members, to turn the positive ambitions towards AI and the data economy into real action,
by supporting a broad exception for TDM within the Copyright in the DSM Directive. A thriving and high-quality
data market will result in high-quality AI and a competitive European research and development community.

Further references:
-

DIGITALEUROPE Position Paper on AI, Machine Learning and Robotics:
http://www.digitaleurope.org/DesktopModules/Bring2mind/DMX/Download.aspx?Command=Core_Do
wnload&EntryId=2510&language=en-US&PortalId=0&TabId=353

-

DIGITALEUROPE’s contribution on the Re-Finding Industry report and KETs:
http://www.digitaleurope.org/DesktopModules/Bring2mind/DMX/Download.aspx?Command=Core_Do
wnload&EntryId=2620&language=en-US&PortalId=0&TabId=353

-

DIGITALEUROPE SME award finalists:
http://www.digitaleurope.org/DesktopModules/Bring2mind/DMX/Download.aspx?Command=Core_Do
wnload&EntryId=2618&language=en-US&PortalId=0&TabId=353

-

DIGITALEUROPE Position Paper on TDM:
http://www.digitaleurope.org/DesktopModules/Bring2mind/DMX/Download.aspx?Command=Core_Do
wnload&EntryId=1104&language=en-US&PortalId=0&TabId=353

-

LIBER on Copyright Reform, TDM for Journalism, eCommerce and Scientific Research:
http://libereurope.eu/blog/2018/02/22/liber-copyright-reform-brussels/

-

Allied for Startups on how to build the European Data Economy: https://medium.com/silicon-allee/twokey-areas-that-could-make-or-break-the-european-data-economy-ff9fafd76f

-

European Parliament briefing and study on TDM:
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2018/604942/IPOL_BRI(2018)604942_EN.pdf

-

European Research and Innovation community open letter on TDM:
http://eare.eu/assets/uploads/2017/09/Open_Letter_on_TDM_to_the_Council_26_September_20171.pdf
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-For more information please contact:
Jochen Mistiaen, DIGITALEUROPE’s Senior Policy Manager
+32 496 20 54 11 or jochen.mistiaen@digitaleurope.org

ABOUT DIGITALEUROPE
DIGITALEUROPE represents the digital technology industry in Europe. Our members include some of the world's largest IT,
telecoms and consumer electronics companies and national associations from every part of Europe. DIGITALEUROPE wants
European businesses and citizens to benefit fully from digital technologies and for Europe to grow, attract and sustain the
world's best digital technology companies. DIGITALEUROPE ensures industry participation in the development and
implementation of EU policies.
DIGITALEUROPE’s members include in total 25,000 ICT Companies in Europe represented by 60 corporate members and 37
national trade associations from across Europe. Our website provides further information on our recent news and activities:
http://www.digitaleurope.org

DIGITALEUROPE MEMBERSHIP
Corporate Members
Adobe, Airbus, Amazon, AMD, Apple, Bose, Brother, Canon, Cisco, Dell, Dropbox, Epson, Ericsson, Fujitsu, Google, Hewlett
Packard Enterprise, Hitachi, HP Inc., Huawei, IBM, Intel, JVC Kenwood Group, Konica Minolta, Kyocera, Lenovo, Lexmark, LG
Electronics, Loewe, Microsoft, Mitsubishi Electric Europe, Motorola Solutions, MSD Europe Inc., NEC, Nokia, Nvidia Ltd., Océ,
Oki, Oracle, Panasonic Europe, Philips, Pioneer, Qualcomm, Ricoh Europe PLC, Samsung, SAP, SAS, Schneider Electric, Sharp
Electronics, Siemens, Sony, Swatch Group, Tata Consultancy Services, Technicolor, Texas Instruments, Toshiba, TP Vision,
VMware, Western Digital, Xerox, Zebra Technologies.

National Trade Associations
Austria: IOÖ
Belarus: INFOPARK
Belgium: AGORIA
Bulgaria: BAIT
Croatia: Croatian Chamber of
Economy
Cyprus: CITEA
Denmark: DI Digital, IT-BRANCHEN
Estonia: ITL
Finland: TIF

France: AFNUM, Syntec Numérique,
Tech in France
Germany: BITKOM, ZVEI
Greece: SEPE
Hungary: IVSZ
Ireland: TECHNOLOGY IRELAND
Italy: Anitec-Assinform
Lithuania: INFOBALT
Netherlands: Nederland ICT, FIAR
Poland: KIGEIT, PIIT, ZIPSEE
Portugal: AGEFE

Romania: ANIS, APDETIC
Slovakia: ITAS
Slovenia: GZS
Spain: AMETIC
Sweden: Foreningen
Teknikföretagen i Sverige,
IT&Telekomföretagen
Switzerland: SWICO
Turkey: Digital Turkey Platform, ECID
Ukraine: IT UKRAINE
United Kingdom: techUK
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